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Abstract—In this paper, the problem of set-membership 

filtering is considered for discrete-time systems with 

nonlinear equality constraint between their state variables. 

The nonlinear equality constraint is first linearised and 

transformed into a state linear equality constraint with two 

uncertain quantities related to linearising truncation error 

and base point error. S-procedure method is then applied to 

merge all inequalities into one inequality and the solution to 

the unconstrained set-membership filtering problem is 

provided. The set-membership filter with state constraint is 

finally derived from projecting the unconstrained set-

membership filter onto the constrained surface by using 

Finsler's Lemma. A time-varying linear matrix inequality 

(LMI) optimisation based approach is proposed to design 

the set-membership filter with nonlinear equality constraint. 

A recursive algorithm is developed for computing the state 

estimate ellipsoid that guarantees to contain the true state. 

An illustrative example is provided to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed set-membership filtering with 

nonlinear equality constraint. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Filtering technique has been playing an important role 

in target tracking, image processing, signal processing 

and control engineering [2]. Most filtering approaches 

require the system noises including process noise and 

measurement noise in a stochastic framework and then 

provide a probabilistic state estimation [28,30-32]. The 

probabilistic nature of the estimates leads to the use of 

mean and variance to describe the state spreads 

(distributions). These spreads cannot guarantee that the 

state is included in some region, because they are not 

hard bounds. However, in many real-world applications, 

such as, target tracking and attack, system guidance and 

navigation, they need 100% confidence to be estimated. 

This has motivated to develop an ellipsoidal state 

estimation [9]. The idea of the ellipsoidal state estimation 

is to provide a set of state estimates in state space which 

always contains the true state of the system by assuming 

hard bounds instead of stochastic descriptions on the 

system noises [3,20]. The actual estimate is a set in state 

space rather than a single vector. These methods are 

therefore known as set-membership or set-valued state 

estimation (filtering) [3, 13, 20, 27]. We prefer to adopt 

the name set-membership filtering in this paper as it is 

easy to distinguish between a set estimation and a point 

estimate in the stochastic framework. 

Set-membership filtering (ellipsoidal state estimation) 

is more suited than probabilistic state estimation to be 

applied in the following two cases. The first case is for 

the systems in which the bounds on system inputs and 

observation errors are known. This case exists in many 

systems. For example, for a vehicle tracking system, we 

always know its maximum acceleration although we do 

not know exactly how much it is when the vehicle is 

running. A bound can be applied to the acceleration as the 

bound on system inputs. Moreover, observation errors 

can be also viewed as belonging to some bound due to 

quantization errors and measurement errors. The second 

case is for the filtering performance requirement which is 

used to check whether the future state, subject to 

uncertainty, can definitely be brought into a specified 

desirable region. There are numerous potential 

applications for this. In order to avoid an obstacle, for 

example, a robot must make sure of where it is by 

estimating its position in presence of modelling and 

observation errors. Another example is that a vehicle is 

required 100% confidence not to enter into the collision 

area. Due to its practical significance, the problem of set-

membership filtering has been extensively studied (see, 

for instance, [5, 7, 9, 12, 16-19, 21] and the references 

therein). 

In addition to the filtering performance requirement, 

some physical systems possess an additional equality 

constraint between some state variables. For example, in 

vehicle tracking, the equality constraint can arise from the 

vehicle position when the vehicle is travelling on a 

known road (straight line or curve). Such tracking 

problem can be regarded as a filtering problem 

incorporating a state constraint with the road network 

information from digital maps [10, 22]. The filtering 

problems with state constraints have been studied within 

the Kalman filter framework. There have been several 

approaches to address this problem, which can be 

classified into augmented measurement and projection 

approaches. The augmented measurement approach is to 

treat the state constraints as additional fictitious or pseudo 

measurements in perfect forms (i.e., no measurement 

noise) [1, 4, 25]. This approach is simple and intuitive, 

but the incorporation of state constraints as perfect 

measurements brings the possibility of numerical 
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